
Qwalifize Staffing & Consulting

Turning a vision into a growing business able to win a multi-million-dollar government contract
may sound like a daunting impossibility, but it is not. Lizbeth Walker, CEO and owner of
Qwalifize, LLC has proven it and credits the Florida APEX Accelerator at the University of
Central Florida (Florida APEX at UCF) with assisting her in making the impossible possible.

Doing business as Qwalifize Staffing and Consulting, the firm connects high-caliber companies
with exceptional professionals. The business focuses on technology, human resources, and
administrative roles that help shape organizations. With more than 20 years of extensive
experience in recruitment, operations, and human resources, Qwalifize serves a client portfolio
of Fortune 500 company employers in the Health Tech, Microelectronics, Aerospace, Defense,
and Attractions industries. It can now add providing staffing solutions to government institutions
and creating strategic partnerships to its “company resume” as well.

“Our mission is to prepare, attract and place professionals into jobs that are meaningful to them
while problem solving the workforce issues challenging our employer clients,” says Walker.
“What’s important is that we have integrity, transparency and reliability and we’re here for our
clients, no matter what the problem.”

When Walker started her business, she had a vision and a plan in mind to achieve it. “I knew
where my vision and plan could take me but I needed real world guidance about how to get
there,” said Walker. “That’s why I sought assistance from the Florida Small Business
Development Center at UCF (FSBDC at UCF) and later from its affiliate, the Florida APEX at
UCF. The FSBDC helped me create a stellar business plan and to think like a business owner,
not just an employee. They set me up for success,” recalls Walker. “There’s so much I learned,
especially about financial management, targeting clients, expressing what we do and our value
proposition. They taught me what it takes to run a business, and Kara Vernon, our APEX
consultant, has been instrumental in providing me with focus areas, tools and templates that
brought my government marketing strategy to life. That helped us win a huge, 5-year
transportation contract. I know without her help and all of her attention, that contract might not
have been a possibility for us,” Walker added. “We have achieved so many positive results with
the FSBDC and FL APEX. When Covid hit, we saw our commercial business slow down, so I
opened my mind to government contracting. I relied on Kara and FL APEX and on our very first
response to an RFP, we were able to win that 5-year, multi-million-dollar government contract
with a major transportation agency here in Florida. It has been a game changer for us,” says
Walker.

“If I had to use one word to describe the FSBDC and FL APEX Accelerator, it would be
‘winning’' concluded Walker. “Whenever I work with them, I know their goal is to set up Qwalifize
Staffing & Consulting for success and for us to win.

To learn more about Qwalifize Staffing & Consulting, please visit qwalifize.com.

https://www.qwalifize.com/

